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DJI RC Plus Controller (DJI Inspire 3)
The DJI  RC Plus is  a professional remote controller  that provides an even better drone control  experience. It  is  equipped with a 7-inch
display and offers several buttons whose functions can be freely configured. What's more, the built-in rechargeable battery, combined
with an additional external battery (sold separately), guarantees a runtime of up to 6 hours. You'll also find useful accessories such as a
strap and waist support included.
 
Controller for demanding users
Take control. The DJI RC Plus controller is distinguished by its 7-inch screen, whose brightness reaches 1,200 nits. This makes it great for
outdoor use - it guarantees a clear image even in bright sunlight. You also have at your disposal several buttons and dials, the functions
of which can be adjusted to your needs and habits. In addition, the included accessories (strap and waist support) will provide you with
greater comfort - even during prolonged use.
 
Long working time
Don't worry that the controller will discharge too quickly and interfere with your work. The DJI RC Plus can serve you for up to 6 hours -
just get an external battery, which is available for purchase separately. Fly for as long as you need, create great aerial shots and make
your best video! That's not the end of the possibilities, though. The camera supports hot-swapping, so you can replace the battery at any
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time without having to turn it off.
 
In the box
DJI RC Plus
Strap
Waist support
Brand
DJI
Name
DJI RC Plus
Model
CP.IN.00000046.01
Display
7-inch
Resolution
1920x1200
Max brightness
1200 cd/m2
Operating temperature
From -20°C to 50°C
Compatibility
DJI Inspire 3

Preço:

€ 1 525.00

Modelismo, Live FPV preview, Acessórios
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